Wayne Taylor Racing Wins Rolex 24
IMSA >> 2019 Rolex 24 Hours at Daytona
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Top: Winner of the 57th Annual Rolex 24
- No. 10 Konica Minolta Cadillac DPi-V.R.

D

aytona Beach, FL – January 27th, 2019
– The No. 10 Konica Minolta Cadillac
DPi-V.R team, with its all-star driver
lineup of Jordan Taylor, Renger van
der Zande, Kamui Kobayashi and Fernando
Alonso, weathered treacherous conditions to
score its second victory in the last three Rolex
24 events. The foursome achieved victory,
be it a rain shortened race, with their driving
consistency and ability to stay out of trouble
through all hours and in conditions that ranged
from fast and dry to chilly and extremely wet.
Together, they led an event high 249 of 593 laps
around the 12-turn, 3.56-mile superspeedway
road circuit from the sixth qualifying position.
Alonso, in fact, became just the third Formula
One world champion to win a Rolex 24, joining
Phil Hill and Mario Andretti.
“I’m proud of the job that we achieved
today, but it was not a one day job, it was a one
month job,” Fernando Alonso said. “For me,
in December, I started preparing by receiving
all the documents. We tried to have a quick
integration, Kamui and myself, trying to learn as
much as we could from the team during the test
days. Conditions (during the race) was changing
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Bottom: No. 10
Konica Minotta team
owner Wayne Taylor
explaining his victory
in the 2019 Rolex 24
race.
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Top: 2017 Rolex 24 winning No. 10 Cadillac DPi-V.R taking the checkered flag.

all the time, making it very difficult.”
In the GTLM class, the two factory
Porsche 911 RSR racers, in the legendary
Brumos design livery, achieved positions
third and fifth. Heading into the race on
Saturday afternoon in dry conditions,
Nick Tandy made perfect use of his pole
position, with the No. 911 Porsche 911
RSR holding the lead over many laps.
Patrick Pilet and Frédéric Makowiecki retained the team’s top spot into the night.
Torrential rain early on Sunday morning
proved to wash-out a perfect race. With
deep water on the track, the polesitter’s
911 fell back to fifth place.
The sister car shared by Earl Bamber,
Laurens Vanthoor and Mathieu Jaminet
experienced bad luck early on in the race.
The repairs to a defect in the front splitter mounting threw the trio in the No.
912 Porsche 911 RSR back by four laps.
Thanks to a flawless drive and perfect
strategy, the gap was quickly closed so
that both factory cars were back amongst
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Bottom: GTD Class winning No. 11 GRT
Grasser Racing Lamborghini Huracan GT3.
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the frontrunners. The No. 912 vehicle was
relegated to fourth place in arguably the
worst conditions in the 57-year history of
the endurance classic, however was classified third due to a competitor’s penalty.
“If you ignore the weather, then
you have to admit that it was a great
race,” said Pascal Zurlinden, Porsche
Motorsport. “We witnessed some topclass racing from all manufacturers. It
was a great show for the fans. We were
really strong in dry conditions, in the wet,
however, things didn’t really go as we’d
hoped.”
In the GTD class, the new Porsche 911
GT3 R run by the Park Place Motorsports
team achieved eighth place. After several
setbacks, works driver Patrick Long and
Matt Campbell, along with American
Patrick Lindsey and Nicholas Boulle,
repeatedly fought their way up the order.
Over long stretches, the new GT3 R had
the speed needed for the team to led the
race in the final stages. However, a post
pit-stop incident foiled victory.
Bad luck also plagued the customer
teams of Black Swan Racing and Pfaff
Motorsports with accidents throwing
them into retirement. A technical defect
threw NGT Motorsport’s 911 GT3 R out
of contention early in the race. AA

Top: GTLM Class winning No. 66
Chip Ganassi Racing Ford GT

Bottom: GTLM class second
placed No. 911 Porsche 911 RSR
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